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manities, Fine Arts, Social Sciences Jobs Scltrce

LOp I
.Hy ~.ANORA McCRAW

There n1ay be hard times ahead
for students graduating this year in
the areas of the humanities, social
sciences and the fine arts.
Jim Palmer, associate director of
the UNM Career Services Center, said
studen~s in this area, "probably
don't have much other choice but to
look in other areas."
Palmer was a little more optimistic
about the chances for students
graduating in engineering, business,
computer sciences and mathematics.
"Engineers at UNM have consistently
fared better in the job market than
. most other fields," he said.
No Charge
The Center is currently making an
all-out drive for registration of
businesses as well as students.
Currently, Reese Smith, director of
the Center, is on a trip in easte111
New Mexico with the Albuquerque
Chamber of Commerce Roadrunners
in order to stir interest in the
graduates of UNM by businessmen in
the state.
The Center is also sending letters

to various employers tlll'oughout the
nation urging them to use UNM
students and services. There is no
charge for companies to recruit on
campus, Palmer said.
Smith is currently involved in a
committee formed by Governor
Bruce King to solve employ,ment
problems and keep graduates in the
state. The center attempts to
acquaint New Mexico employers
with UNM graduates and what they
have to offer and to inform UNM job
seekers of potential sources of

recruiters from business and industry
who have visited UNM this year
included 18 from within the state
compared with 135 outside.
The Center will send :request
forms to all UNM juniors this week
so that students can put their
credentials on file in. the Center.
A "Shop New Mexico" theme is
the- policy of the Center with as
many students fulfilling job
opportunities in New Mexico as
possible.
Unfortunately, Palmer said,
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employment with New Mexico based
firms and other activities.
Job negotiations are carried on
directly between the employer and
the candidate. Should any candidate
appear promising, the employer may
obtain a copy of the candidate's
credentials and references upon
request to the Center.
All Juniors
Oddly enough, Smith said,

"There is a general surplus of
teachers. When we talk about
specific areas, there are jobs for more
teachers that have backgrounds or
special training in things such as
special education, sciences, library
science, math and girls' PE."
Teachers in fields such as social
sciences, English and sociology may
One big employer of such people
is the government, Palmer said. Also

"find themselves unemployed,'~ he
said. HThese people usually have to
begin looking for jobs in other
areas."
there is plenty of oppo1'tunity in
sales and insurance work.
Fresh..~en

"A little below one bali of the
graduates do not utilize our services.
And we have no real figures
. explaining how many actually get
jobs because we only hear from 30
per cent of the students.''
''Many journalism, nurses,
pharmacists and medical students
find jobs through their departments.
We'd also like them to register here
so we can help them as best we can,"
Palmer said.
He advises students to begin
coming to the Center when they are
freshmen. ''That way they can keep
track of the job market. They can
see if there are any developments .
and what emphasis to take~"
The Center, which was begun in
the '40's, is free to all students.
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4 Recycling Units Craving Trash
Will Eat Iron, Aluminum, Glass and Paper

Recyclables: Glass, Iron, Aluminum, Paper

By JAN HOLLAND
Are you going to throw this Daily Lobo
away when you are through reading it, or are
you going to do your part for ecology, and
put it in one of UNM's new recycling units?
Four recycling units will be placed on
campus April10.
Each unit is composed of a trailer which
has a separate compartment for iron,
aluminum, glass, and paper. The trailers are
white with UNM recycling station painted
on a hackground of the ecology flag on top.
The locations for the trailers are: In front of
La Posada· on the patio facing Redondo Dr.;
the dirt lot between Ortega and Mitchell
Halls; centered on the east Mall between
Mesa Vista and the Union; and the
southwest corner of Mesa Vista and Buena
Vista Blvds.
Class Project
The units will begin operation April 10.
That afternoon teams will be set up at all
four stations to distribute metal checks
(pieces of plastic with metallic particles
which distinguish metal and aluminum).
The units are a project of Frank Wessling's
Air Mamagement Environment 338 and Peter
Montagues' Ecological Alternatives 302
classese
"We''ve made it (the units) sort of a major
project," said Dave Jacobsen, the student in
charge of the project." "The people in my
group are interested in the ecology
problem."

"We want the student body backing us.
This was tried last year and it flopped." He
explained that this year the project was done
on a much more professional basis. The
project has taken approximately two months
of research and three to four weeks to put
together. "We hope the students realize this
and give a little heart to the project," he
added.
The project is being done on a "serious
environmental basis Jacobsen said. The
campus group is working with environment
groups around the city to "tie their projects
in with ours."
The units will be kept up by team
members. They ask that the only paper be
newspaper, and if glass is brought they
would like it washed and the caps taken off.
It does not have to be sorted.
To identify aluminum cans, use the metal
checks that will be handed out Monday.
Aluminum cans can also be identified by a
round bottom without seams, and no seams
on the side.
Scholarships?
Coors, Coke, Sprite, Fresca, and Fanta are
all aluminum cans. The 12-ounce size of
Budweiser, Hamms, Millers, and Michelob
are also aluminum.
Jacobsen explained that any income from
selling the recyclable material would go to
the Ecology Center or scholarships. "It will
go back into the systems directly for the
students," he said.

N. Viefna·m B·ombed in Retaliation Strike

SAIGON (Ul?l)-U.S. warplanes
began heavy raids into North
Vietnam Thursday in retaliation for
the invasion of South Vietnam. The
Communists continued to advance
on two fronts a11d de:;tl:'oy~d a
government tank within 30 miles of
Saigon.
The heaviest fighting was on the
southern front where an estimated
40,000·m·an' force of North
Vietnamese and Viet Cong troops
was threatening Saigon for the first
time since the 1968 Tet offensive.
On the northern front, South
Vietnam'ese troops abandoned
another combat base south of the
old imperial capital of Hue and
North Vietnamese forces began
firing antiaircraft missiles from
bases seized earlier in the week-old
offensive.
Within a few hours after the U.S.
bombing and strafing raids were

launched over North Vietnam,
Radio Hanoi claimed that 10 of the
planes had been shot down.
The U:S. command said it had no
reports of any planes lost. But
offic(!t:; in the field =-aid at least two
American. F4 Phantom jets were
downed Thursday north of the
demilitarized zone (DMZ) dividing
the two countries, and another
Phantom and four more aircraft
were shot down over South
Vietttam 1s Quang Tri Province.
The Phantom and one other jet
fighter downed over QuaNg Tri,
focal point of fighting on the
northern front, were hit by
radar-controlled missiles set up by
North Vietnamese troops at bases
captured earlier from t~e South
Vietnamese, the reports satd.
The surface·to·air missile (SAM)
sites are the first the North
Viethamese ever have been able to

install in South Vietnam.
The air attacks on Nol'th
Vietnam were ordered by U.S.
President Nixon, and military
sources said appro:~Cimately 400
aircraft arc taldng' part. They are
· flying from three U.S. Navy ·7th
Fleet carriers of£ the Vietnam coast
in the South China Sea, and from
.Air Force bases in Thailand and

Editor Applications
Applications for the
editorships of the '72·'73
Daily Lobo, the '72
summer Lobo, and the
"12- '7 3 Thunderbird are
due today at 4 p.m. in
Journalism, room 205.
, Application forms may
still be picked up in room
205.

South Vietnam. Five destroyers
accompanying the aircraft carriers
joined in the attack, shelling the
North Vietnamese coast, tnlUtary
.spokesmen said.
The· U.S. cu:mmand said anoLht:r
carrier, the Constellation, and the
cruiser Oklahoma City, the fleet 1s
flagship, were steaming from Japan
to join the other ships in the war
zonecalled"YankeeStation."
The command, in announcing
the anticipated air raids over the
no1·th, said they would be of
limited duration in retaliation for
the North Vietnamese invasion of
the south. But spokesmen gave no
dE>tails other than to describe the
targets as military.
For th~ first time since daily,
strategic bombing of the north was
halted Nov. 1, 1968, the command
did not describe the air raids as
protective reaction.

Ground fighting Thursday. was
concentrated in the southern front .
along Highway 13, which extends
north from Saigon into Cambodia,
Military sources said the North
Vietnamese have four divisions of
10,000 men each, three of them
still in reserve on the border in
Cambodia, participating in the
southern front offensive.
Three South Vietnamese
divisions are in the region, other
forces having been diverted last
week to the northern front in an
attempt to block the North
Vietnamese advance there.
Advance Communist units on the
southern front had penetrated
Thursday as far as Lai Khe, about
30 miles north of Saigon, whore
they destroyed a tank in a South
Vietnamese armored column
sweeping both sides of the highway.
(Please turn to page 8)
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bema~Use 2 Grading Systems
(Editor's Note: The following
bema was written in response to
an article entitled "How to Get a
4.00 without Really Ttying:
Anyone Can," in the Monday,
March 6 edition of the Daily
Lobo.
(The article pointed out that
the cumulative grade point
averages of UNM students have
risen steadily for the past several
years .and pointed out that the
blg~est percentage rise has been in
the College of Education (COE).
(The authors of the bema are
all membe.l,'s of the educational
foundations department of the
COE with Bachelor holding tho
rank of a880Ciate profes:sor while
Jorliak and Rindone are graduate
aasiBtants.)
By DAVID L. BACHELOR
ANDREW J. JONIAK
RICHARD C. RlNDONE
The recent Daily Lobo article
reporting comments by
(Universi~y College Dean William)
Huber and (Director o£
Institutional RC!Iearch Morris)
Hendrickson on the rise in GPA's
1111d the decline in ACT scores
demands a response, Their
reported comments on the
relationship between ACT·GPA,
the lowering of academic
standard& and professors' lenient
gradirtg practices, are balled on
unfouhded as11umptions and
obscure the re.nl issue-the larger
question. or grading. It is also clear
that this report .is 11ymptomatic of
a large and groWing problem aL
thi11 University; witrteS$ the'!
various public intradepartmental
lulsllles over grading.
'l1te real issue at this University
is the difference between
normative and. criterion systelnll
of grading and the hypocritica.l
atsumption by some that one and
ollly one system is the proper
sy~tcm by which to lllllintaitt
stattdardt of academic excellence.
· Perhaps, - the resiJiution ut the
issue lies in the doma.irt of
personal conunitmertt and
philosophy.
Academic Politics
It must be remembered that,
denpite the 1.-nplicatiort.s in the
earliet article to the cOt1tl'atY1 thi!
oomlation c6~rrlcient does not
necessarily imply a causal
relationship. tf the figures cited
by Huber and Hendrickson are
correct, the degree. of the
relationship between AC'I' and
GP A has dedint~d over the four or
five year period for which figures
are nailable. This changitlg
relationship is interpreted by
them as "· •• unwarranted
lowering of standarda. , •• " We
.. uld like to point out that such
statemeut may indicate mote
about the a.::aderrtic poiiiics of the:
two men than their interptetatiltll
imagination.
Assuming that their figures are
correct one can postulate some
Page 2

alternative interp~etaliol~>~ fo:;: the
changed correlation thai; may not
be as "n<lwsworthy" as theirs but
are just as possible.
1. lC1 in the same period of
tiem, more blacks, Chicanos and
Indians have entered and .survived
the Univt~rsity, the decline il\
cotrelation could be interpreted as
a positive step. Has the University
finally become socially
re!lponsive? If so, does it need to
be as paternalistic as Hendrickson
indicated {"... does not appear
too bad to me .•. that the GPA's
for freshmen and to a lesser
extent sophomores have been
rising. If we are going to take in
more and more poody prepared
students (mostly from minority
groups}, we have to go C'!asY on
them at iuat to keep them in
.ochool zr.d ;;:ive them A ~hance. I£
we go easy ott them we must also
do so for the better prepared
students, and grades quite
naturally rise. ")'l That minority
group members do not respond
well to tests such as the ACT is
well known. The effect of special
minority counseling programs and
other supportive services, e.g.,
Native American Drop Out Study
condueted in 1971, Chicano,
Nathe American and
Afro·American Centeu, College
Enrichment Program, etc., may be
doirtg a better job of re.nlizing
potential among minority
students than the ACT ever did in
predicting thali potential.
Sophistication
2. It is just possible that some
professors, TA'.!I and GA's are
using effective teaching methods.
To put this point. as succinctly as
possible, it may be thai. the rise in
GPA is the result of more
effective teaching.
3. Another interpretation is
related to the University's
changed admission policy. lt no
!O!I:;lf>'!" re(luires specific hours of
study within given areus for
admission. Aa a result, upon
taking the ACT, . the scores of
some of our students may have
suffered since they may not have
bad the specific experience related
to the- subunit tcl;to of the ACT.
However, upon entering the
University they may do well in
their courses, thus, altering the
ACT•GPA relationship.
4. In addition, organizationally
sophisticated students are
(lhoosing the alternatives "W,'1 ,
"I.'' ilnd "NC/C" offered by the
university in order to maintain
theirGPA.
5. Another consideration may
be a resultant incteMc in atudent
motivation due to the tightening
job market.

More disturbing than the
misinterpretation itself are the
judgments which these two attach
to the change in the degree of

Tuesday began like any other; the jarring reality of the
alarm clock, the big step out of bed, some perfunctory
splashes of water on the face to convince one this wasn't a
'joke and finally a bowl of Special K topped with a bit of
properly aged banana. A normal day.
All of this rigmarole was followed by a suitable traveling
record to give one a tune for the afternoon. As I donned my
oversized "Be Prepared" Boy Scout backpack and made
ready to drag the bicycle into the mid-morning air I realized
something was amiss. The old tomato carton was bare, the
TV was gone. Perhaps Sutton (my roommate) had pawned it
for a rhinestone-studded roach clip and some comic books. I
would speak to him about it in the evening.
Later that same day I descended the unbeatable Silver Ave.
downgrade to find the aforementioned Sutton standing in the
doorway wearing the semi-grimace of a philosophy major
turned plumber's assistant, not a unique expression. But at
this poi.,t the plot thickens; for the first thing he asked was
what had happened to the TV? He had already missed the
farm reports and was obviously aggravated.
Apparently he hadn't pawned it for the comic books, and I
certainly didn't have it in my back pocket. From this
evidence we surmised that it had been stolen.
What differentiates this from the run of the mill theft is
that the felon had taken the TV between the hours of 2 a.m.
(when I retired} and 7 a.m. (when Sutton arose). Thisisn't
the hardest thing to do considering we always left the front
door open in the hope that Christ might decide to pay
Albuquerque a visit. A man of such importance would need
lodging. Being as he was allegedly poor and could arrive at
any time we thought it the wise thing to do to leave the door
open just in case he was in the neighborhood. Our place in
heaven would be secure.
We had no such luck however, we got only a thief and a
rather blatant one at that for we had both been in the house,
blissfully asleep, at the time of the crime. Seemingly this
particular pilferer had checked out our house ·before, or had
just luckily stumbled on some fools who happened to leave
their door open. I even stretched my imagination, thinking
that perhaps Christ had indeed come in the night and
removed our primary corrupting influence.
If it hadn't been such a worthless piece of electronics I
would have really been upset. As it was it received only one
station~ Channe113, and this is undeniably a mixed blessing.
The only use we gave it was when Sutton watched Qlptain
Kangaroo before skipping off to work. I must admit it did
serve us well in one case. Without it we would never have
seen President Nixon blowing kisses to Chou En Lai lfild a
cheery looking hoROr guard.
So somewhere a hapless desperado is running around town
trying to unload a 10-year-old Motorola. (or was it General
Electric?) that picks up only one channel, and not even the
best one at that. And the poor fool didn't even bother to
take the antenna, a delicate, ha.."'ld-·wrought clothes hanger
that conditionally guaranteed a clear picture. A potential
museum piece.
The only repercussions of the incident is that Sutton can
no longer watch Captain Kangaroo and Mr. Greenjeans grow
senile and we have both iost a conversation piece. Meanwhile
the thief is finding out that in order to get the other three
channels he will have to shell out $50. But be won't get it
:frotn our house. Jesus or not we now lock our doors and my
only other valuable possession, a heirloom stapler, is now
hidden securely beneath a mattress. For once crime didn't
pay, not much at least.

correlation. These iudl!tnents
imply clear cut implications and
results. The use of such terms as
"main offenders" and "three most
guilty" imply blame, dereliction
of duties and even criminal action.
All because something called
"standards" are .seen as collapsing;
the barbarians are at the gates of
Rome again.
Person.nl Commitment
It must be realized that these
men and many others are
assuming some hallowed ideal
exists which must be preserved.
Su(lb an assumption is
unwarranted. Standard$ are not
engraved on tablets; they are
neither divinely inspired nor do
they exist in cases in the
Smithsonian Institute. To assume
there is one overall
continuum-excellent to
failure-which can be fitted to all
situations is ridiculous. Does the
standard of excellence subscribed
to by social scientists in doing
research, meet the standard. of
excellence accepted by physicis~,
chemists, or agriculturalists?
Obviously the grading standards
one uses are the results of
personal commitment to sell,
students and subject. They have
nothing to do with the ;mystic
sha.."ing brought on by the state of
grace conferred by the acquisition
of .a Ph.D.
Confusing the issue further is
the attempt by others to confer
some semblance of concreteness
to standards by mating them to
the normal curve; such a U$e
makes the adjective "normal"
slightly abnormal. Whfie singular
standards are not written down
educators have managed to use
letters of the alphabet to stand as
rubrics for the standards. Thus,
certain percentages of people are
allowed "A's11 or "F's" according
to the dictates of the normal
distribution and standards arc
wondrously preserved. The crucial
point here is that ta ·scm-.:.-·
"lltandards" and the normal
distribution have become equated;
one cartnot have the one without
the other no matter what the
situation.
AgJJ.in the. assumption is
unfounded. The concept of the
normal curve is not tt':e same as
the ideal standard; one is . a
concept of probabilities and the
other is a concept of absolutes.
Regardless of. how much our
Univeuity officials would like to
argue or imply otherwise, they
would. have a hard time explaining
how it is that one can be an "A"
student at one college and a "B"
student at another. (Weaker
faculty? More l'esponsive faculty?
Student is closer to home?
Student has more money?)
'1\Vo Types
How would our University
officials deal with such
distinguished, e:ltperienced, and
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Har o 1d Regi e:r, another
The College Placement Council
B Y U N I T E D P R E S S graduates "can't afford to sit back
INTERNA.'l'IONAL
and wait for a job to come plaQement director at the
found in its survey some
University of Kansas,. said. tbe
specialized fields 1 were planning
The job outlook for thir> y~at's looking for them.''
'college graduate is better than it
Campus official~~ gelw:rally most difficult teaching graduates significant cutbacks in hiring of
has been in at least three years, confirmed the .counciPs findings. tQ place were those speciali~ing in graduates, including metal and
with opportunitie& be§t for those
''The dip, has bottomed out," foxei~ languages, English and metal prod\lQts, utHities,
with engineering and business said Elmo Lindquist, llngineering social studies.
· transportation1 nonprofit and
Specialize Field11
educational institutions,
degrees, · But, the liberal arts placement director for the "
majors still will have a hard time University of Kansas.
Regier !laid there would be automotive and mechaniQal
''Because of the diversity of the vacancies in specialized fields such
finding a job.
'
Officials of U!liv.ersity field, studen~ in mechanical as deaf education, speech therapy,
placement office!! around' the engineering have the most job vocational- teaching and
country report an upturn in job opportunities," Lindquist said. elementary school
prospects fol.' a majority of their ''It's most difficult for the counseling-.-"and a m11n willing to
students especially in the electrical and aerospace teach thtl (o)lrth through the sixth
engineering and technical fields, engineering graduates, but the grades has a job waiting for him.''
Some schools also report that jobs are there. They just have to
Hugh Cblville, director of
businessmen are often asking be sought out."
placement for the Univeristy of
specifically for black or women
Ronald Betts of the University Alabama, said the more
of North Dakota Placeril.ent specialized the te!J,ching field an<l
graduate prospects.
Center saw good job prospects for the more rural the setting, the
Cutbacks
The bottom fell out of the job engineering, bllsiness and better the job prospects.
market for college graduates accounting students.
It ill all a matter of
"Companies have been telling .acceptance," he said. "Many
.about thl'ee years ago, coinciding
with an economic slump, ?.nd us not to discourage freshmen gradu~ttes are not willing to leave
<lutbacks were ordered in the from going into engin!!ering," the larger cities for: rural jobs."
space pr<lgram and the aerospace Betts :reported. "In about five
Attorneys are not finding it as
years there more than likely will easy this year to find jobs as they
field in general.
Several survey11 predict an be a good demand for engineers." have in the past. Michael Cardozo,
upturn in job opportunities will
Nunzio J. Palladino, dean of of the Assn. of American Law
remain below the peak years of engineering at Penn State, said the Schools, said law school graduates·
ecology movement was producing are getting jobs, "but it's a little
the 1960's.
·
less good than it once was."
Frank Endicott, placement a new demand for engineers.
dire~:;tor at the Univ~r£;~ty of
Growing Demands
"The fastest growing demands P.E.
Illinois, reported that his annual
Students of PE 319-002,
college p)~tcement survey found are in the environmental aspects
job prospects better this year than of technology," Palladino said. Elementary School Physical
1971 but with starting pay almost ' 4But the need continues in civil Education, will be displaying their
engineering for research and home-made equipment projects
unchanged from a year ago.
Endicott estimated starting transportation, and in mechanical beginning Friday April 7, in .the
Learning Materials Center of 'the
salaries for graduates with engineering."
bachelor degrees at $884 a month
Women and blacks apparently Education Complex.
for engineers, $863 for willhaveaneasiertimeinthejob
a<:!!ountants, $825 :for those in market no matter what field they
physics, $820 for chemistry, $773 choose.
SHOP SUNDAY, NOON TO 5 PM
for mathematics, $770 for
"We have received many calls
economics, $714 for business asking far qualified women and
administration and $694 for minority applicants, and many are
from companies, that haven't
liberal arts majors.
Upward Movement
demonstrated interest in these
The College Placement Council groups in the past,'' said Evart W.
of Behtlehem, Pa., in a survey of Ardis, director of career planning
835 employers, reported "the fJ:rst and placement at the University
upward movement in three years" of Michigan.
in job prospects for (:ollege
"The white male graduate with
graduates.
: - · the liberal ar~ degree will have
.That survey indic:;t.ted the firms the most difficulty in finding a
would hire 10 percent more job," he !laid.
<lrigineering graduates and nine · -Gladys Padget of the University
percent more business graduates of Kansas said blacks, Indians and
than in 1971. A 20 per<:ent Puerto Ricans ate in demand in
increase was forecast in s~iem:es,• ·tht! liberal arts field despite
mathematics and allied disciplines, generally bleak prospects in that
although the total number to be category.
Among the liberal a:rts majors,
hired was small.
But the Bethlehem group said some in teaching, journalism and
three percent fewer non-technical s i m i l a r n o n b u s i n e s s,
graduates wm11rl hfl hired this vt~ar non-technical fields apparently
by the surveyed firms and it will have the most difficulty
cautioned that even engineering finding a job this year.
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notmative grading; lenient
professors and do not allow for
alternatives such as those offered
in this paper. Remember there are
two systems and there is no
reason to believe that those who
give grades. according to a
criterion based system are relaxing
their standards.
It is time to cleat the air. There
is an issue and it should be stated
clearly so that it can be discussed
rationnlly and with goodwill. It is,
we believe. an issue based on one's
own personal commitment and
philosophy to one of the two
alternative systems of evaluation.
N£W Mli!XIf'.O T.ORO

equipment and aerospace,
This was offset, however, by
significant increases in job
prospects in other specialized
fields including tire and rubber,
electronics and instruments,
petroleum, gla~s. paper, chemicals
and d;.-ugs and electrical
machinery and equipment.
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Dunigan Says EIB Data
Open to Public Inspection

The New Mexioo Attorney excepting medical reports and a
General has rt~led that reports state officer must make "avaiiabie
pertairting to the emission of air for inspection any record by any
I!
contaminants furnished to or person having occasion to
obtained by the Environmental examine it for any lawful
Improvement Board (EIB) are 1 purpose."
~
If in the "judgment of the EIB
"public records" and therefore
may be open to public inspection or the Director of the EIB"
information might disclose
by a citizen of the state.
The opinion, written by "processes or production
Assistant Attorney General techniques unique to the owner or .
Thomas L. Dunigan, was compiled operator," the director may hold
in response to a question it from public inspection.
submitted by Larry Gordon of the
Environmental Agency.
The question con~erned
Section· llH4-10(A), N.M.S.A.
1953 Comp., which states, that
.. ;
information is not made available
--·· -.if . it. related "to 'processes: o'i'" .
-····-+-·--production tMhtliques Unique to
the owner or operator, or if the
publication therefore would
Hair D
for
adversely affect the competitive
position of the person in his

I'
·1

.Razor'S Edge

____ ___S!bti1!g ·- -·-

is

Proftssional

Men

bu~iness

full tenured professors as
Benjamin Bloom, Fred Keller,
Jack Sherman ahd John Cartoll
whose grading practices (and they
have publicized them) have
deviated from the normal
distribution of grades for the past
ten yeats? One should not omit B.
F. Skinner.
A point many professors and
officials on this campus seem . to
forget is that the faculty
handbook allows two types of
gr~ding--normative and criterion~
When people get up tight about
high GPA's, they make :reference
to the hallowed standards,

----

Job Outlook Good in Engineering, Business

Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend

'NEXT I'
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Citizens of the state have the
right to inspect all public records

simply

sandalous!

----dare toocifEnntios:r-atHecnher -~
villager sandals. In dark brown
to highlight that marvelous tan
of yoors. Style 4876, sizes 5
to 10 ... 13.95. Style 47701
sizes 5 to j<J.•.., • 11.~5.
Woman's Shoes, East t:ntrant:e
Open a Rhodes Option Charge
or use your Master Charge.
CORONAOO CENTER: lOUISIANA & MENAUl

BOOKS
BOOKS, BOOKS
~

,.,

Expert Long
No Nets, Gels, Laquer

ume
PROFESSOR
800KCENreR

l!!!~s~L!~!.e.
I.
Open Mcln.•Fri. 1Oam·9 pm •

~· 10 Clm•S pm

Friday, April 7, 197.2

Sun, lpm-6 pm

if

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 9:30AM to 9 PM.
SATURDAY, 9:30 Nil fo 6 PM. SUNDAY,
NOON tO 5PM,
PHONE 298-8711

Sprays, Heat, ot Other
Sissy Put Ons
For Men or Worn~n
by Appointment only
255-0166
5504 Central Ave, S.E,

Blk.

of San Mn·f"'n \
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ICAMPUS BRIEF§ I
Las Campanas

'Pictur~

Modern Langll!lges

Applications for those
John T. H. Timm will become
sophomores intere$ted in Las an assistant professor of modern
Campanas Junior Women's languages at UNM next fall.
Honorary Sodety can be picked Coming from the University of
up in the dorms and upstairs in Wisconsin-Madison, he previously
the Union. Deadline is April 19. taught at Lehigh University,
Bethlehem, Pa.
The Catholic Alumni Club of Brain Seminar
A (;aminal' entitled "Cyclic
Albuquerque fs now accepting
applications for membe~J>hip. The Amp and the Turnover of
organization is comprised of 7 0 Membrane-bound
single men and women. For more Phosphorylserine in Brain
information, call 26.5·6284 Proteins" will pe presented
Friday, April 7, at 1: 30 p.m. in
evenings after 7 p.m.
room 241 of the Basic Medical
Philosophy
Sciences Building by Richard
Matthieu Casalis of Paris will Rodnight f.rom tl~e Institute of '
become an assistant professor of Psychiatry, University of London,
philosophy at UNM in the fall
semester. Casalis earned his Registration
The registration office will not
doctorate in l.'eligion at have
pre-registration for summer
Str.asboux-g, and has served as
session,
but strictly a gyllUlasium
visiting lectmel.' at VasSlll', teacher walk-through,
Any student who
at B~own University and Schiller
does
not
receive
matf;lrials for fall
College, and assistant pastor of
semestet
by
next
Tuesday, April
the Church of Oberhausbergen in
11,
or
needs
information,
should
France.
call the Registration Center,
~--------~-------- - ; 277·5548.

Hand Crafted Jewelry
Gold and Sterling

CABOCHONS
I'ACE.TED STONES, MI:-IERALS

B & B LAPIDARY
328 SAN I'ILII'E NW

247-251!1
>
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Gallegos

E1.1gene Gallegos, Democratic
candidate for Congress from
Northern New Mexico, wilf be in
Albuquerque the remainder or
this week,
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Beat the Parking
Hassle
Ride The Bus
&adbre
Tokens
available on campus at
American Bcmk of
Commerce in the S.U.S.

.:
~
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for information on your bus route call 842-7830
~
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Show• Filming. Like Subject. Drab

"THE LAST PICTURE SHOW"
matter it may become impossible "folks" is fine if there is an
Peter Bogdanovich
to extricate oneself. Samuel illuminating intelligence behind
Lobo Theater
Beckett wrote about bo~edom for the presentation extrapolating
At best, most people's lives are so long he finally became boring; :>!lmething beyond
melo<'h'amas; at worst, they are Tennessee Williams' wot"ks no IHeral-mindedness,. but the
.so~:~p operas.
longer concern neurotics, they are director, Peter l3og¢movich, is
''The Last Picture Show" takes nel,\rotic.
too often literal·minded himself:
the latter p.~:emise and tries to
"Folks"
when a pool hllll owner talks
make a masterx>iece out of it, It
''The Last Picture Show" is about the change in the
fails, but like so many movies, the about a small town in Texas and countryside, the director shows us
reasons it fails are fascinating. the people who live there and the that countryside in a long panning
What's bad in the JllOvie is more things they do. Period. What they shot; everything that happens is
do is not intrinsically interesting played this way until, finally, you
intereating than what's good.
Making a film about common and neither is the movie for a feel you've been hit in the
people is dangerous, for if one great bulk of the time. The intellectual face by one of those
really becomes part of the subject presentation of litetal·minded Texans up there on the screen.

Catholic Alumni

Fom recycling units will be placed on campus April 10. Each unit has
separate compartment& for i1on, aluminum, glass and paper. Locations for the
ecology trailers are in front of La Po1111da on the patio facing Redondo D~:.;
the ditt lot between Ortega and Mitchell Halls; centered on the east Mall
between Mesa Vista and the Union; and the southwest corner of M~a Vista
and Buena Vista Blvds. The units are a p'toject of Frank Wessling's Air
Management Environmel)t 338 and Peter Montagues' Ecological Alternatives
302 classes.

Recyciing Unit

'Ahmad Leads Picket on 7 Trial Site
HARRISBURG, Pa. (UPI)Thrcc members of th~> Harrisburg
.Seven staged a peaceful antiwar
protest Thursday at a defense
plant near here to show they were
not .intimid&ted by the
government's conspiracy t~ial
against them,
Eqbal Ahmad, a Pakistani
scholar, and the Revs. Joseph
Wenderoth and Neil McLaughlin,
both Roman Catholic p~iests,
appeared at the American
Machine & Foundry Plant at
York, Pa., with about 40 other
antiwar protestors.
The three, lll.ong with the Rev.

0

•

0

Philip F. Berrigan, Sister Elizabeth
McAlister and Mr. and Ms.
Anthony Scoblick, were the
principals in the celebrated trial
which ~nded W'ldnesday when a
jury became deadlocked on t~e
main government charge-that
they conspired in 1970 to disrupt
government activities.
The jury, however, convicted
Berrigan and Sister Elizabeth on
charges of smuggling Jettel's in and
out of the Lewisburg Federal
Prison.
Ahmad, standing outside an
entrance to the bomb casing plant
at York, said he was not satisf~ed.
with the jury stalemate.
·
"We deserved to besequitted,"
. Ahmad said. "We did not deserve
a hung jury, and in that sense, 1
do notregard it as a victory."
Shox-tly after the trial ended
Wednesday, Ahmad announced

•

UNIVERSITY SHELL
specialitiug iu ~un.;:.-u p5
brakes, air conditioning
& expert welding
FREE PICKUP &: DEtlVEllY

10% Discount to Students
24 hr. seroice
Len Maestas
1112720 Central SE 268-5877

that the demonstration would
take place and that the activists
would risk arrest. 'l'he
demonstration wo.s peaceful and
only one policeman was on duty
at the scene.
"We will continue our antiwar
work," Ahmad said. ''We have not
been fl'ightened by the
government."
Japan adopted the Gregorian
calendar in 1873.

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 75
No. 122
· Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106 .
Editorilll Phone (505) 2774102, 277·4202;
Advertising 277•4002
The Dally New ll'lexlco Lobo is
published Monday through Frlday
eveey regular week of the Univer.;ty Y4'Ar by the 'Board of Student
Publication$ of the University of
New Mexico, and is not financiallY
associated With UNM. Second class
pottage paid at Albuqerque. New
Mexieo 87106. Subscription rate is
$7 for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the
editorial pages ot The Dally Lobo
are those of the author oolcly. Un~
signed opinion Is that of the edl·
t.orial board of Thl'> Daily Lobo,
Nothing printed w ·Tlle Vall;.· Lobo
necessarily rcpre$ents the Yiews of
the Unhrerslty of New MeXico.

"The King and I" was
presented by the Albuquerque
Civic Light OJ;Iel.'a Assn. Thursday
evening in Popejoy Hall and it was
no puzzlement why the show was
a hit. ·
·.
l
While the musical based on the
novel "Anna And The King Of
Siam" by Margaret Landon got
off to a slow start, it picked UJ;I
momentum by the second r.alf of
the first act.
Frances Robertson as Anna
Leonowens, the English widow
who comes to the court of the
Siamese king to teach his children
(the ones presently in roylll favor,
that is), s11ng superbly. Deborah
Kerr played Anna in the movie
version, but Robertson did just as
well.
.
Phil Mead portrayed the vain
and arrogant king of Siam who
'Wished to be "scientific.'' Mead
brought it off very well, even
though most people identify Yul
Brynner with the part.
Two more favorites (judging
from the applause at the end of
the perform11nce, which received a
standing ovation) were Virginia
Bailey as Tuptim, the "gift" from
Burma fol:: the king, and Lloyd
Lamp as Lun Tha, the emissary
from. Burma. They were very
sympathetic as the lovers who
were to be parted forever.
Carmoline Grady as Lady
Thiang, the king's first wife, and
Rikki Dustin, as Crown Prince
Ch ui u.itnrgkotli, wet e ve1·:>t
noticeable, too.
My only complaint was that at
times some of the main singers
were hard to hear over the
orchestra.
The orchestl:a, undet the
. rurMtit:lt:l of Eph .F.Jtly.~. ~$.~j~tant

professor of music at UNM,
played quite well. A majority of
the musicians were school age
children.
Costumes were in bright colors
with lots of silver and gold
spangles, particularly one of the
king's outfits which kept
refle~t\ng the light from the
spotlight and blinding me •
The sets were quite oriental,
down to the more-than·life·size
gold statue of Buddha in the
king's study.
I always leave the best to the
last and the ballet scene, "The
Small House of Uncle Thomas"
was the outstanding feature of the
musical. The set was completely

A wide range of academic and
cultural activities are planned for
the UNM's 1972 summer session.
Besides regular courses, specilll
workshops are planned for
students and professionals in
anthropology, education, nursing,

four·week workshop in advanced
psycl1iatrio nursing. Content
includes exploring modes of
intervention in disturbed family
sitUations.
Other special courses include a
four and a half day aesthetics
i!lstitut" workshop at the
Harwood Foundation in Taos and
a course on programmed learning
applications taught by the
psychology department for
teachers, school administrators
and psychologists.

philo!>ophy a.1ld psycho!ogy ..

The 41st annual archaeological
field session will be directed by
James Judge of the anthropology
department. Students will work
eight hours a day, five days a
week during field excavation at a
Southwestern site.
A wide range of special comses
in. education also are being
offered, including thl:'ee courses in
arts and crafts in the high school,
courses in bilingual education,
reading problems, earl:v childhood
education, ho:me economics and
physical education.
A summer institute for high
S(lhool teachers of mathematics is
being conducted in cooperation
with the National Science
Foundation.
Nurses can participate in a

Repair & ~laintenance
on all foreign cars

9areign Car Spflcia!isJs

!

333 WvomimrBlvd. NE.
265·590 I
Free Estimates

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY

321 Wyoming N.E.

Halls

black, very stark and effective,
while few props were used.
Tuptim, for entertainment of
some English visitors at the court,
has written an adaption, according
to Siamese standards, of "Uncle
Tom's Cabin" by Harriet Beecher
Stowe. It was very easily the most
popular part of the perfOJ:mance;
few sounds came from the
audience during the ballet and the
applause at the end was
thunderous.
''The King and I," which will
run through Sun,, April 9, was
quite successful, very professional,
splendid, dazzling, et cetera, et
cetera, et cetera.
By KATHY PTACEK

UNM Summer Session Courses Outlined

"'{\~
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these people have with the outside
world is through the movies and
TV and Hank William!! and Jo
Stafford so they're always
throwing "meaningful" looks at
each other and doing double takes
and other cutsey·pie crap because
they think that's the way people
aresut~posedtoact.

The only actor who isn't
effective is Timothy BottolTI$ (he
last played the basket case in
"J.:~hnny Got. His Gun") and,
unfortunately, he got the lead. He
does the s;~.me movie mugging as
the rest of the cast but his style is
110 contemporary yCIU begin to
wonder where he managed to see
a Dustin Hoffman movie in 1951.
Leachman Best
. Cybill Shepherd does what used
to be called a "cock tease" (but is
now just called a "bitch") so well
she had the audience groaning.
But the best performance ·comes
from Cloris Leachman (you could
see her for weeks on the "Mary
Tyler Moore Show" and never
believe it was the same person) as
an old dry Texas waterhole
waitingfor.acloudburstandwhen
she gets it she's completely
delightful, until the director starts
playing the "ugly is beautiful"
game and destroy:; her credibility
by telling us what we already
knew.
Film critic Jacob Brackmann
once said there was nothing
harder than deciding whethet a
movie was good with annoying
faults or bad with redeeming
strengths. He was right. And as a
less erudite philosopher would
have it, you pays your money and
you takes your choice.
By SCOTT BEAVEN

Friday, April7, 1972
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11:30.2 pm, 5·10 pm

Sat & Sun 5-10 pm, closed Mon.
5900 Lomas NE
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University Forum
"God. In An Age of Atheism"
(A visit behind the Iron Curtain.)
Kenell J. Touryan, Ph.D.
April9
Grace Church
6 pm Sunday
115 Cedar St. NE

The diamond solitaire:
beautiful enough
to stand alonee
%41LES~
My, how yw\oe chanpd
.. , student atcoun!!; Invited

266-0286

If you miss this moment,
it can never be recovered.

Deadline /or our April-May issue: Apri/14.

The movie's t~ump card is, of
course, nostalgia. (Although' I
can't imagine who the hell would
want to go back to 1951 and
certainly not back to 1951 in
Cowboy Fart, Texas.)
This peculiar American
attraction to places and times past
that wer.e decidedly mote
unattractive than the prE.\sent·
would make a great $Ubje¢t.
Bogdanovich largely leaves the
possibility unexplored and .trades
instead on pathos. It's easy to tell
when he's going to do it: an actor
will start talking about the good
old days, .the camera moves in to
full ~lcseup, the ;~.ctor continl.\es
the speech With li1;1es like: "She
was wild in those ~ays." "What
hapx>ened to her?" 11She grew up I
guess, but if she was to come
back, I could be wild again.
Ridiculous, ain't it?" Yes, it is.
Peyton Place with pretensions.
I realize people are like that,
but ·using that reason as a
rationale for a film is plain
dumb. Life is all around us but
what gives ~Ut its power is the
meaning it can provide to
seemingly meaningless events, if
only to declare the meaningless a
meaning unto itself.
Good Points
Despite 111.1 this, the film is
impossible to dismiss. Robert
Surtees' photography looks like
Walker Evans' depre11sion studies
for James Agee's "Let Us Now
Praise Famous Men," which
means it is suffocatingly
self-conscious and righteously
effective. The acting at first seems
as arch as something from a bad
'40's movie until you realize that
~tis meant to be-the only contact

Local 'King' Stars Rival Movie Actors

The Thunderbird will be on distribution
next week in the Union, Librar-g, room 205
Journalism and Ffokona and Coronado
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Athletic 'Go' Exemplified
By Fighter Terry Daniels
By GREG LALIRE
Do you know Terry Daniels?
That's right, the guy who stayed
in the ring with Joe Frazier for a
few ro11nds on Super 'Bowl Eve,
Before the boxing match he was
almost completely unknown.
Even now his 11ame is J,lrobably
not known or remembered by
most people, He's ju$t the bum
who got his head beat in by
Smokin' Joe, or the poor excuse
for a heavyweight who was foolish
enough to get up after being
decked in the first round only to
be decked fou:t more time~.
Terry, 25, attends Southern
Methodist University and is only a
few. Cl'edits away from earning a
law degree. So what's he doing in
boxing? He was guaranteed over
$30,000 for the Frazier fight but
it's not the money, His father is a
millionaire industrialist who has a
high paying job waiting for his son
whenever he wants it. Isn't boxing
the sport that attracts young men
from the lower socio-economic
positions?
I may have the answer, I don't
know Terry Daniels, but I knew
Tom and Jim Daniels. Tom was
en my high school v:rest!ing team
and Jim Wall on the tennis team.
Terry hru; a lot in common with
his two yol.\nger brothers. It may
sound corny but l have a strong
belief in the Daniels' spirit. I saw
it in Tom and Jim and a national
'TV audience saw it in Terry two
months ago.
Tom Daniels was a senior when
I was on the wrestling team with
him. He was not good enough to
make varsity and seniors could
not wrestle junior varsity. Thus,
Tom bad nothing to look forward
to except the strenuous practices
and getting beaten badly by the
varsity stars in wrestle-offs.
Despite never winning, he always
seeml!d to have just enough of
that ••• well, spirit to avoid
getting ),linned. I think he led the
squad in times being near-pinned.
However, he continued to work as
hard as anyone displaying the
enthusiasm of a state champion.
Family Spirit
Anyone who took in the
Frazier-Daniels fight could see this
same attitude in Tom's big
brother. Terry was a 15 to 1
underdog, in what was called by

~=::s
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People can solve their prob·
lems by changing their a.ttitudlls (self-ncting thinking
habits). Sell high professional
motivational and self-improvement tape cassettes. 'l'hey condition the 'Subcol)scious (habit
and creative mind) for happiness and success. Repetition
with induced "deep relaxation"
does itl Oniy kind on the murket. N ationnlly adverlised.
Wide acceptance. 20 subjects
(they bring a new way o:t life)
at $20. ea. sold on a 6() day
money br.ck guarantee of satisfaction ( defec&ive cassettes
replaceable free within one
year), Representatives wanted.
40% commission. No inveatmant. Special student two cassettes package $20 ppd. (I.
Successful Study Babits 2.
Exams are Easy), Send today
stnmped1 addressed busin~:sn
envelope for full details.
ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATORS, 210 Fifth Avenue, Suite
1102·17-New York 10010.
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Sundnv Specials
1RoAS'l' TORKEY D1NNER $1.75
Sage Dressing, Giblet Gravy,

llakcd Potato or French
Fries, Vegetables, Cranberry
Sauce, Soup or Salad
•

•

•

Jl

•

•

BAR·B·Q BEEF Dll'JN£R $3.10

1

Women's Programs
Softball and tennis are two of
the most popular sports offered in
~ the Women's intraptural program.
All interested parties (with a team
or in search of a team) may sign
up in Ca:riisle Gym, room 8. Sign
up is April 10, 11 and 12, The
softball tournament will begin
April 13 on Johns~>n Field. The
first games wili 'be at 4;30 p.m.
and the other!> as soon as the first
games are over.

Of

,

......... ... .. .. .... ...
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many the bigges~ mismatch in the
history of box1ng, .or for that
matter aJ!Y 2port. L1ke Tom, he
had nc;~thmg to lc;~ok forward to
except the beating. If it. Wall the
$30,000 he was aJ:ter, 1t would
have been considerably easier for
him to go work for Dad.
He could have remained on the
floor after be~ng, k~ocked down
by one of Fra:;o;1er s fust·round left
hooks and still collecte~ t~e c~b.
Like everyone else, I .d1dn t thmlc
Terry had a chance m the bout,
but somehow I knew he would get
up in that f'~rst round.. co~~e
he did, in the true Dame! s sp1r1t,
He was .knocked down four more
t-imes in th~ bout., and_ he
struggled to hiS feet e;1ch t1me.
When the .J:ef!lree stopped t~e
fight, tenaciOUS Te':Y ~as stdl
ready for more. I .thmk 1f he was
knoCked UJI.ConSCIOUS he woul.d
have found a way to get up on hts
feet.
Enthqsia$tic Fighter
Even though a beating was
inevitable, Terry didn't go into
the fight looking for one. Like
brother Tom, he showed a good
deal of enthusiasm. A$ the saying
goes, he cam~ out fi~hting, He
landed quite a few solid punches
on Frazil';!r. The only trouble was
they did not affect Smokfn' Joe
who through the who]!) match
never seemed to back off, He just
kept coming,
Terry also showed confidence
before the fight. He said that
there was a time for every
champion to be defeated. Whfln
asked if be thought be bad . the
punch that could knock out
Frazier he replied, "I don't think I
have, I know I have." This
confidence brought back
memories of Jim Daniels, the
tennis player. To put it bluntly,
Jim was a bad player, He hustled,
doing plenty of running on the
court. However, most of the
running was done to avoid having
to make a backhand shot. I often
wondered how Jim could be so
bad and still have 110 much
confidence. No doubt, people are
wondering the same thing about
Terry Daniels.
Each wel';!k Jim challenged the
varsity players and each week he
lost. However, he never lost his
confidence and finally got his
chance to play in a varsity match
when a team. member became· ill.
Jim carne to the match ready to
show the world he was a tennis
player. The trouble was he forgot
his tennis racquet and he lost the
match with a borrowed racquet. I
had to laugh when brother Terry
showed up at the weigh-in before
the Fra:;o;ier fight without his
boxing trunks .
Terry Daniels came into the
fight ranked the tenth best
heavy·weight contender in the
"l..'crld eho'.Ving th~ St'l"fY ~t.nt:P. of
professional boxing today. Jim
Daniels was ranked the eighth best
tennis player at my high school
showing the sorry state of our
tennis team.
It has been two years since I've
seen Tom or Jim and 1 almost
forgot about them, but now I
Won't. At least as long as that
l:temendous Daniels' spirit lives on
in the ring with brother Terry.

In their final outing before the Calito. rn. ia, San Jose S.tat~ and
All-America Intercollegiate Stanford preceded Brfgham
Invitational at Houston on April Young and New Mexico.
12-15, UNM'~ golf teant took
The I,obos top individual scorer
sixth in a field of 22 teams in the · was Dave Newquist with a three
F'ar West Int~rcollegiate Golf round total of 222. Newquist
Tournament last weekend.
finished 17 strokes behind
Coach Dick McGuire':; squad's individual champ Howard Twitty
total of 893 st~:akes was one ofASU.
stroke behind fifth place finisher
Following Newquist in UNlVJ's
Brigham Young. Arizona State team total were: Bob Ault (223),
won the tournament with a Paul Simson (224), GrP,g Harmon
~urnament record, 867. So~ther~. (224), ,Jack Sommers (230), and
Dennis Gorelick (239),

TTSDA CHolCE

NI:.w YoRK S'tEAK
CHICKEN FRIEl> 8'rEAK

I

$4.00
$1.85
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Freddy Cardenas

Leading Lobo Hitters

Under, head coach Bobby
Winkles tli& Arizona State baseball
team won the Southern Division
of the W~tffitle, beat the Lobos
in 5 out of 6 meetings, and
finished with an overall record of
50-13 to rank 18th in the final
collegiate baseball poll,
That was last year.
When the Lobos face the Sun
Devils in a game at Phoenix
Municipal Stadium today they
won't see Winkles, but they will
be seeing most of the same ASU
players again. This can only mean
trouble .•. for UNM that is.
Winkles resigned last December
to take a coaching job with the
California Angels, He left ASU
after compiling a 510-164 mark,
t h ll th u
· d h'
· ·
.1g.h es t wmnmg
percentage among all-time major
college baseball coaches, and
leading three of his teams to
NCAA Championships.
Brock New Coach
Jim Brock, new ASU coach,
came into this season with big
shoes to fill, but he should do it.
He didn't have many players shoes
to fill. Only three regulars have
departed from last year's team.
The result: .a 34-3 record thus far.
Leading reLurntes iuclude
Bump Wills, AI Barmister, Jim
Crawford, Eddie Bane, and Cl:aig
Swan. Bump Wills was on the
freshman tearn last year, but is
highly .regarded (drafted by
Oakland in 1970) and has been
one of ~he leading ASU hitters
this year with a .368 average.
He is the son of the Los
Angeles Dadgerfs outstanding
shortstop, Maury Wills. He may be
following in his father's speedy
footsteps, but he also has a lot
more going for him than a famous
name.
Like his father, shortstop may
be Bmnp'.'l ~llt pollition,_hut he
has seen little action there this

Unique Jewelry
For
Ur1Jque Occasions

V2 FtUED CfliCK£N
$1.75

Mashed Potaiocs or french

Fries, Rolls&: Butter

,~~

CENTRAL & GIRA!tD

265-1669

Tom W. Thompson

=

Stanford 7-2 behind the pitching
of Bane, but later dropped a 9-2
decision in the finals of the
Riverside (California) National
. Collegiate Baseball Tournament.
The Lobos are coming off a less
than successful road trip against
California schools. By dropping
six of seven games on the coast,
UNM's season record dropped to
20'11. The team may have been
looking ahead to the ASU series;
Coach Leigh certainly was.
Leigh yanked his ace pitcher,
Arnie Marzullo, out of the game
with Southern California, despite
the fact Arnie had blanked the
Trojans on one hit for six innings.
He wanted to be sure that
Marzullo was at full strength when
f!lcing. he Sun.
. -h
.
· d D.evils. 1
"
Ron A atr, a on., Win
Marzullo, should be Leigh's
pitchers for tomorrow's day-night
doubleheader, Joe Waid, with a
4-2 record, will have Crawford -as
his mound rival in tonight's game
with Arizona State. A possible
Bane-Marzullo matchup could be
in store for one of Saturday's
games.
After the three-game set against
ASU the Lobos return to play the
fJbuque:q-ue Dukes on. April 1 ~
The game will be played at the
Sports Stadium beginning at 7:45.
t.

Blue Key
Applications for Blue Key can
be obtained at room 157 • Scholes

Hall. Applicants must have at least
89 semester hours by the
beginning of the fall, 1972
semester. Deadline is April19 at 5,

UNM Drops Close Contest, 4-3
New Mexico dropped their
sixth game in seven California
outings Wednesday. night when
they lost another clooo contest.
The Los Angeles State Diablos
dealt the crushing blow this time,
winning a 4-3 decision,
The Lobos fought back from a
4-0 deficit after three innings, hilt
1 0 stranded runners kept Bob
Leigh's squad from overtaking the
Diablos.
UNM got two runs in the

fourth on walks by Ron Adair and
Dan Fitzgerald plus singles. by
Perry Danforth and Joe Waid. A
Ro!l Adair groundout in the
seventh inning drove in Dennis
Mernick with the Lobo's final
tally.

I

COLLEGESTUDENTS1
need extra money?
Free 11:00 AM to 2:00PM?

COPYIN.G
I· X.EROX
SERVICE
We operate the machines
and guarante~ clean sharp
copies.

. 400 San Felipe-Old Town

Mid's.
ljMc~on~~,.

Choice of Paper
Student Discount

DAY & NIGHT

PRINTERS

266•2424 • 2220 Centi'al SE
t;;,
us quote your n.ext printing.

1

Baseball Strike Continues;
Clubowners Toughen Stance

'

I

I

~~

\

New York (UPI)-The pressure
on the major league players and
their executive director increased
today as hard-line clubawners
seemed willing to let baseball's
firllt general strike continue
indefinitely.
All eight opening-day games
originally scheduled for Thuraday
as well as Wednesday's opener at
Cincinnati were postponed, and it
was obvious that no games would
be played today. It also is unlikely
that any games will•be played
Saturday or Sunday and some
clubs talked about cancelling
games well into next week.
The St, Louia Cardinals, whose
President, August Busch Jr,,
sounded the hard line a week ago,
took the lead by announcing the
Cards are cancelling all games
"until further notice." Sam~
owners were reported to be
willing to compromise during
tht!ir meeting in Chicago Tuesday
night but more and more seem to
be adopting Busch's stance.
At issue is a demand by the
Major League Players Association
a~d Exeeutive Director Marvin

ca

Miller that the clubowners make
up a 17 per cent cost·of-living
increase in the players' pensiQn
fund, The players offered to
accept the owners' last money
after if they could also use what
they claim is "surplus" money in
the pension fund. But the owners
tutned down the plan, terming it
"imprudent,"
No new date hall been set for
any further meetings between
Miller and John Gaberin, the chief
negotiator for the club owners,
The strike was called by the
team player representatives by a
vote of 47·0 Friday after they
received a strike vote of 66a-lu.
"If the strike is not settled
within seven days, the players will
have to go through spring training
again,'' said Ewing Kauffman,
owner of the Kansas City Royals.
"And they'll go through it with
no .salary.
"I told the players they were
damnt:d fools to go on strike. I
told 'em to wait until next year
because the reserve clause is
coming up. I think because they
struck now, they'll lose next
year."

Golfing great Jack Nicklaus is
favorlld to win his fourth Masters
title this weekend in Augusta, Ga.
Nicklaus hru;n't won at Augusta in
five years, but is off to the finest
start ever by a golfer in 1972.

ArtCarved

1

SAVE MONEY!
COMPARE
BEFORE
YOU·

--·

IUIV

Open Mon.•Wed.·fri. fill9:00
7611 Menaul NE 296·6978

:······························1~······

1

wedding
•
rmgs.

THE GIRl
in the
PRORA SHOE
Starring
New Mexico
Boio

Spring
Premiere.
Rated: G

Says:

OUT·
STANDING
PRODUCTIONII

ca

L" 11 liW r.LUlliUtSGI
New York (UPI)-Yogi Berra,
One month after his dismissal
f'rred after winning a pennant in by the Yankees, Berra signed on
his only season as a manager, JVith tb~ Mets as a coach in
Thursday signed a two•year November, 1964, and has
contract as field tne!'..ager o£ the remt~ined through all three of tho
New York Mets, succeeding the dub's managers, Casey Stengel,
late Gil Hodges who wM buried Wes Westrum and Hodges.
earlier in the day.
Elected to the Hall of Fame last
BI;!Il'a, wlto managed the New January, Berra compiled a lifetime
York Yankees to the American batting average of .285 with 358
League pennant In 1965 but losf home runs in 18 years with the
the World Series in seven games to Yankees. He was a key figure in
the St. Louis Cardinals, was fired the Yankees winning 14 pennants
the day after the series ended, He and was elected the American
was replaced by Johnny Keane, League's Most Valuable Player In
1951-54·55,
the Cardinal inll!_lager~~· •. ,., ,

11

famous international dishes
(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
French, Gertt1art, and others ...)
lunch u:so·:t:so dinner 5:3o-9:3o

413 RomeroSL N.W.
of Old Town Plaza

I
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The tennis tol,lJ:'narncnt will
probably be a round robin,
depending on the number ·that
sign up. Doubles partners are to
be -designated. The matches will
be ached1,1led and tournament
sheets may be picked up in
Carlisle on April 12 at 4:80. All
tennis people are to contact their
opponents t.o make definite plans
for playing times. Both the
softball and tennis tournaments
will end May 4,

About Our C!osfomers

Yogi Berra Signs Pact
A ]II"e.,. 1i';e 1;J ]Ill,.,..., ,., nn ...
.t~!ll Yl ""·

II

Ac1·oss {rom Yale Parle

,;,_ ... •...4!1:

Senior gymnast Freddy Cal;denas is one of five Lobos who are capable of
placing in the NCAA gymna$tic championships which began yesterday in
Ames, Iowa. Cardenas (side horse), along with Dana Shell~y (free exerc:ise),
Jim Ivicek (all·around)1 Jon Aitken (high bar) and Mark Hopkins (side horse,
long horse), are all potential finali$ts in the top six in the nation. New
Me~co'.s t.eam, which is jn its fou.rth NCAA in the .last five years, is a
darkhorse contender for the national crown.

Freshman Mike Pettenuzzo
absorbed the loss for the slumping
baseballets. He was relieved in the
third inning by another fresh,
former Valley star Mike Laurent,

Work at McDonald's
Monday through Fridaypositions available at N.W.
& N.E. stores. Call for
interview 344-168.2

Served with Cole Slaw,

ACROSS FRoM CAli!PlJS

season. That position is manned
by junior Al Bannister, a first
team All-American in 1971,
Record Setter
Bannister set NCAA records
last year for total bases (170) and
triples (13). This year he is batting
a hefty .377, second to catcher
Jerry Mantle's team leading .378.
Along with their annual
collection of outstanding hitters,
ASU has more pitching depth
then it has had for years. Bane,
Crawford and Swan head this
mound staff.
Bane, who is only a sophomore,
led all WAC pitchers with a 11-1
record and a 1.94 ERA a year ago.
He has been somewhat of a
sensation this season ( 4 out of his
first 6 starts were shutouts), and
boasts a 6-0 record with a 0.99
ERA.
Crawford, a senior from
Tucson, was the leading pitcher in
'71 until he suffered a torn muscle
in his throwing arm in i!arly April
of that year. However, this April
he is fully recovered, and hall
displayed his old form (6·1, 2.32),
Swan, another senior, was a
third team All-American last year
and led the Sun Devils With 14
-w1ctoti(";. Thi~ ::;c::.r~ he h:in ponted
a 7-1 record and 2.72 ERA thus
far.
Common Opponent
ASU and UNM have had one
common opponent Up to this
ooint in the season-Stanford. The
Lobos dropped a 7-E:i decision to
Stanford, while ASU split two
games with that Pacific Eight
school. The Sun Devils defeated

I

~.ll:, ~u:ter

open everyday 6 a.m. to 9 p.m.

If Ne\V Mexico's baseball team is going to stand .any chance of upsetting
11ational power Arizona State tonight in the conference· <?Pener !it Tempe,
Ariz., the bats of Perry Danforth, Dan Fitzgerald, and Denms Mermck (left to
right respec:tively) will have to be booming. These three Loboshave been the
bitting sta:ts throughout New Mexico's 20·12 Campaign thus far with averag~s
hovering around the ,400 mark all season. Dan F1tzgerald also leads UNM m
virtually every power category.

Slumping Lobos Test ASU Power

Served with Soup or Tossed
Green Salad, Mashed or
French Fried Pctatoc~.
Vcgctabl:\·R··
4•PCS.

•

We Care

2

..
.ror tnose
.......

LYfllCSET

who believe
in lasting
love,.
An ArtCarved wedding ring
shows your kind oOove. The

forever kind. Expressing
your love simply. Poetically,
Fashionably.
If you believe in lasting love,
select your wedding ring
from our ArtCarved collec~
tion today.

I

Red1 navy or
bone suede in
sizes 5-11 $15.99

NOW SHOWING

at

c..Art Carved

blocksN.W.
'242-4986
your personal service jeweler
Open fonite 1til 7 PM
2311 Central SE Student Terms

Friday, April '1, 1972
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• Winro7k • Uptown

l'aris·WINROCK is open Mon. through Fri. ur.til 9 PM
I : I 1 I I 1 1 1 I I 1 I I ; I I I

~
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mum ($1.40) Pel' time run, If ad ill to
206, afternoons preferably or m~IJ.
run five or more consecutive day.s with
Classified Advertisiru~
no changes the rate is red~ced to 6c
per word and the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Box 20
words to lo.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment mUllt h made in full prior to insertion ot advertisement

1)

PERSONALS

l)

HOROSCOPES interpreted by appoint·
ment. Call The Albuquerque Astrolotn'
Center, 294-5800, Pric:ea begin at $3.00,
4/~3

RELP I HELP I llELP I A crazy bunch
of young Pretty girls needs tutoring in
all areas. Please help us I Just caJI 2773511 and !ISk fqr Barbara Parker or
Janet Vaughtr-or .come to 2500 Central
SE, &econd floor, acroaa f:rom Johnson
Gym, .
.
4/19
TRANSIT; having a hard time? Drug
Coun11elipg and Information. Call 2776342, Mesa Vista 1056. Sun-Thurs., 6·12
Fri. and Sr.t. 7-2.
7/2
AGORA-We have found many 11tndrnt.s
using AGORA. They talk about problems
of all kinds: the moat impo~nt and
least important you can think of, We
have disseminated information from
drugs to degree requirements. And occasionally we have actually helped people through crises. Use us if you need
us. 277-3013, NW corner Mesa Vista. tfn

PERSONALS

3)

IF INTERESTED in stud~ and practice
of Buddhist Philo&ophy, phone 266·2839.
4/12
ASTROLOGICALLY SPEAKING, look tO
the stars to find Your llOul•mate. 2658379, 107 Girard SE.
4/12

2)

LOST & FOUND

LOST: PAIR OF MEN'S PRESCRIP·
TION WIREFRAME GLASSES near
Yale Park. If found please cot~tact
Justin at 201 Columbia, apt, 6. 2662234. Thank YOU,
LOST OR FOUND AN ANIMAL? Call
Animal Humane Association. 255-5523.
tfn
3) SERVICES

-------

PROFESSIONAL RESUME WITH 50
COPIES-off-set press. Special student
rate of $14.50 ($1l.50fo r original only),
Call 266-8751 for appointment-Mr. Patterson.
tfn

SERVICES

BW, COLOR TV REPAIR I Service call
$2.50. Student discount I 268·4680. 4/12
FLIGRT INSTRUCTION-CESSNA 160,
Dual $16 per hr. Solo $11 per hr. Cherokee 140, Dual Sl8 per hr. Solo $13 per
hr. Call: Jim, 842·9332.
'
4/12
UNM GRAD STUDENT does good tuneups for $6. rncludea timing, -.:arl;l adjpatment, Installation and gauging of
Points, condenser, and plugs. Other
work done cheap includes installation of
shocks ( $2 each), waterpumpc, and
other mundane chorea that serviqe sta•
tiona rip you off for. Grant, Box 4176,
Station A, 87106,
tfn
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, IDENTI.
FICATION photo. Fast, inexpensive,
Pleasing, Near UNM. Call 266-2444 or
come to 1717 ~irard Blvd, NJil,
4/28

4)

FOR RENT

BUSINESS LOCATION IN OLD TOWN
will rent rooms In Showroom for display
and selling of your craftwork. Call 242.
4/6
7662 or 344-3667.

5)

FORSALE

BICYCLE: Three speed woman's Schwinn,
Great condition. $40. 29'3·2630.
4/12
1971 FORD CLUB WAGON VAN, Five
Passenger, windows, 302 V-8. $2700.
299-4366 evenings,
4/7
FIELD JACKETS, MEXICAN PEASANT
BLOUSES & BELL BOTTOM PANTS
only $6 each. New shipment of bookbags,
$2.98 at Uncle Sam's, 111 Harvard. 4/11
5) FOR SALE
.NEW & USED MUSICAL INSTRU·
MENTS & RECORDS. Brothers MUlllc,
1831 Central NW, 242•3746,
4/13
'66 VW BUS, Rebuilt motor, ceiling fan,
radio, luggage rack. Beat offer. 299-8146,
4/10
LOOMS Red Oak, 36s & 46s, by experien.
· ced loom builder. Good buys. Don, 255·
4/13
7921,
'
CHINESE PEOPLES' CAPS: Imported
'from Maoist China. $4.50. FOOL'S
PARADISE,ll9 4th NW.
4/l!l
1961 PONTIAC TEMPEST; runs. $100. as
is. Ph. 842-8967,
4/13
HANDMADE LEATHER PANTS. Cus.
tom. $65 to $65. 262·5894.
tfn
SANDALS: All sizes, handtooled'. at the
right Price ~ •• THE LEATHERBACK
tfn
TURTLE,, 2933 Monte Vista NE,
OUTDOOR LEATHER GEAR: bike hats,
visors, lmapsacks, shorts, and sandals at
THE LEATHERBACK TURTLE, 2933
Monte Vista NE at Central and Girard,
ffn
DEAL STUDENT TO STUDENT. Save
40 per cent- Diamonds nnd custom
bands, Charlie Romero-344-6349.
4/9
30 USED PORTABLE TV's. $30·$60. 441
Wyoming NE. 265·6987.
6/2
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES. Student
discount on everything in store. Dark·
room IIUPPliea, film, chemicals, process•
ing. Southern Exuosure LTD., 2318 Cen•
trnl across from Yale Park.
tfn

6)

NOMINATED FOR

a

ACADEMY

'AWARDS

INCLUDING

BEST PICTURE

EMPLOYMENT

HELP WANTED MALE-Part timemust be over 21 :vrs. o)d. Apply SaveWay Liquors, 5704 Lomas Blvd. NE.
4/10
FLOWERS MAKE THEDA\" BEAUTI·
FUL-Sell flowers-good pay-118 Yale
SE. 266-1011,
tfn
PART-TIME JOB AVAILABLE now,
train for fuJi time during summer.
Freshman pre!erJ"ed. Apply Der Wiener•
schnitzel, 4201 Central NE or 5801
Menaul NE.
4/12
OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTSAustralhl. Europe, ·s. America, Africa,
etc. All Professions and occupations,
$700 to $3,000 monthlY. Expenses paid,
overtime, sightseeing. Free information
Write Jobs Overseas, Dept. K9, P.O.
Box 15071, San Diego, CA 92115 4/27

THE

LAST

PJ~a-.r-uHE

SHOW

7)

(Continued from page 1)
Four of the tankers were injured,
one critically, and officers in the
column told UPl correspondent
Leon Daniel the tank apparently
struck a Communist attille:ry shell
rigged as a mine.
The rnai n force of the
10,000-man North Vietnamese
d\vision on the southern front was
25 to 45 miles further north, or
about 55 to 75 miles north of
S~gon, attacking Loc 1.'\finh and the
Binh Long provincial capital of An
Loc. Refugees from the area were
walking south on Highway 13 to
escape the fighting, Daniel said the
highway was closed to northbound
traffic at Chon Thanh, midway
between Lai Khe and An Loc and
about 40 miles north of Saigon.
Field officers said the fighting
was heavy and both sides were
suffering heavY casualties, although
· no specific figures we:~:e avaiiabie.
U.S. Air Force Phantom jets and
Spectre and Cobra gunships strafed,
rocketed and bombed Communist
forces that were fighting along the
defensive perimeters of the two
towns and the Quan Loi artillery
and helicopter base adjacent to An
Loc.
The threat to Saigon was the
~eatest since the 1968 Communist
Tet Offensive when Viet Cong
guerrillas carried out a number of

I

attacks within the eapital itself and
there was fighting on its outskirts,
On the northern front, UPI
correspondent Stewart Kellerman
reported So"Uth Vietnamese koops ·
abandoned the Veghel Combat Base
12 miles south of Hue and 65 miles
south of the DMZ. He said abo'-tt
37Q troops were involved in the
with'drawal, which was ordered
because commanders considered the
base indefensible. There was no
fighting at the combat base, but
North Vietnamese troops were
attacking two other bases, Bastogne
and Birmingham, within three miles
of Veghel.

Santa Barbara
Skinny-dipping Stopped
SANTA BARBARA, Calif.
(UPI)- Santa Barbara County
authorities, complaining that
naked folk by the hundreds are
overruJming a local beach, have
launched a crackdown.
So far, the Sheriff's patrol has
arrested 48 bathers in the buff.
The haul last weekend included a
nude priest, a naked airline vice
president and an unclothed
deputy district attorney from Los
Angeles, officials said.

"HAXAN"

THROUGH lHEJ.GES
THROUGH THE AGES IS an ~xlr~mofy ror~ fofm by u follf~,known Sw~dosh dorecteor, who
of hos best work in 1-loUywood in the late "lent prriod A dollocult him to da.,ily, ol Is ncilhcr
nor wholly do(umentary, but a unlqu~ tombmaloon of both. One of unoma-s most strahgely erotoc
11 1; full of mlormarwnal data (for students of wttchcMW and ~~perbly doquent tmag(>l /lor !tudents
cinem~l.
\

q 2. a

OetpJ!f!' much rroucum, mnflly, atul CTL'mt'nh of gmufl:ie l;mrot

~t 11 t'~trn:ratr~ J

tr,unru trc.:UIJt'

ll1UHI.RSVY
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MISCELLANEOUS

$286 JET ROUND TRIP TO LONDON
from Albuquerque. June 15-8ept. 1 and
June 23..Jul~ 27. Information : Academy
of Inwrnational Stuaiea,lSGS Don Diego,
Santa Fe, N.M. S7G01,
4/10
BACK ISSUES of the New Mexico Daily
Lobo may be purchased for lOc at the
Student Publications Business Officee,
Journalii!m Building, Room 205.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

I

I

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
run five or more consecutive da:;rs with
no changes the rate is reducl!d to 6c
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.
WHERE: Journalism Building,
205, afternoon!! preferably or mail.
Classified Advertising
UN.M P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 8710&

Room

Popejoy Hall presents
Civic Light Opera's

l
HILAN-D
26 ·4575

I

'

\ "THE KING AND I"

I

APRIL 5, THROUGH APRIL 9*
Evenip.gs: 8:15 - Matinee: *2:15
Tickets: '$4.00, 3.50, 3.00
bNM Students $1.00 Discount
Telephone 27-7g3121
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